Advancing Disciplemaking in Ministry

1. Survey the Land
What ministry has taken place in the past? Who can we connect with to find out more? Where do we sense God leading the youth group? What is God saying to us through His Word?

2. Craft the Mission
What is our church’s mission statement? Who can be part of a team to help us craft one?

3. Build the Process
What steps do our teens move through? What can we call each phase of our disciplemaking process?

4. Develop the Team
Who is on our current leadership team? Who could be added to the team? When can we meet on a regularly basis?

5. Create the Environment
What values does our space reflect? What activities do we need to invest in? What visual elements should we include?

6. Implement the Ministries
What ministries or events do we present for each level of our disciplemaking strategy?

7. Create the Material
What material do we have/need for each level of our disciplemaking ministry?

8. Minister in Schools
Which schools are we currently working in? What can we do to get into schools?

9. Pastor the Teens
How will we find out if teens are in crisis? What will we do when a teen needs care?

10. Work with Others
Which youth leaders do we or should we meet with in our geographic area each month?

11. Connect with Leadership
How can we connect with the wider church? How can we connect youth to the wider church?

12. Develop the Covering
What can we do to develop prayer covering for our ministry?

13. Connect with Teens
What can we do to connect with teens outside of the events we present on our church property?

14. Communicate via Media
How are we using social media to assist our disciplemaking ministry?

15. Refine the Strategy
What can we do to keep improving our approach to ministry in the future?